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BOOM OR BUST: DESCRIBING THE FLOW OF THE
RETAIL AND HOME IMPROVEMENT BUSINESS.
There’s no question that the home improvement sector has exploded
during the pandemic. But could the industry be in for a bust? Or will
the rise in demand become a more permanent fixture of the industry?
In the webinar “Home Improvement: A Reckoning and Next Steps,”
held Oct. 7, guest Ethan Chernofsky, vice president of marketing with
Placer.ai, a data aggregator company, talked all about deciphering the
current trends in retail and home improvement.
The areas covered included:
•
•
•
•

Looking back on the rapid shifts in 2020;
The state of the business in 2019 vs 2021;
Foot traffic data; and
Competing with Amazon

THE JOURNEY
“We want to kick off with the idea of: Where do we stand? Where does
home improvement stand vis-à-vis where it was in the past?” said
Chernofsky.
High levels of home-improvement sales, both historically and relative
to other sectors, resulted largely from state and federal guidelines that
allowed hardware stores and lumber yards to remain open as
“essential” retailers during the pandemic. Growth also came from a
changing mindset described by Chernofsky as: “Hey, we were stuck in
our houses. We realized all the things that we hate about our homes.
We had maybe some more time to do that project that we hadn’t done
in the past,” he said.
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Atlanta-based The Home Depot and Mooresville, N.C.-based Lowe’s are
the giant bellwethers and billion-dollar players that often define the
trends in the home improvement space, Chernofsky said. “we start
with the giants,” he said.

Caption: After a pandemic-induced growth phase, the home improvement retail giants hit
difficult year-over-year comparison periods around week 14 of 2021. The reemergence of prepandemic activities dramatically reduced home improvement foot traffic and sales.

The performance of the two giants varied in 2020, as Lowe’s sales
began a boom in April, while Home Depot saw a boom begin May. The
discrepancy is chalked up to regional building regulations and differing
strategies for maintaining social distancing and store hours.

When you look year-over-year, Chernofsky noted, home improvement
is one of the very few sectors where you see visits down. And that’s
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because of the massive surges and difficult comparisons in the early
part of that pandemic in 2020.

But the companies are ahead of 2019 – a testament to the
effectiveness of Home Depot and Lowe’s at taking advantage of that
unique moment they were presented, and also in the potential
longevity of the trends that drove a lot of excitement and interest in
the space.

MIGRATION, LONGEVITY
When we think about things like migration trends from cities to the
suburbs, that’s not going to dissipate in the short term, he mentioned.
“This idea that, okay, I moved and now I have to fill up my house, and
I have these projects I want to take on, when that mentality sinks in,
it has the potential to drive a longer-term trend within a home.”
Chernofsky noted that there is a wider longevity to the excitement and
interest the home goods and home improvement sector has been
seeing that speak to added opportunities for those who are creative or
adaptable, or can make those moves to stay with this flow as it
continues to unfold.
“While the need for a new couch is very different from the need for a
new hammer, or lumber to build a deck,” he said, “it doesn’t
necessarily come from all that different of a place in terms of inciting
excitement in the consumer, and figuring out how to play on the trend
that’s taking place in the wider sector to drive specific goals of any
given retailer.”
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ARE WE BACK?
In 2021, in the wider retail context “what we had seen from February
through the summer was this steady increase, where overall retail
visits were returning to a normal place, relative to 2019 levels.”
Visits were on the rise. In fact, he pointed out, in many cases, “we saw
July and early August show visit growth for many brands. And it was
this period of wider excitement and feeling like, oh man, maybe we’re
back.”

Caption: Growth compared to two years ago: shows the home improvement sector continues to
lead the retail industry in foot traffic growth, except for a surge in the consumer electronics
category during the 2020 holidays.

Now very critically, he pointed out to the webinar audience, there were
some unique elements that were working in the favor of this surge.
COVID cases at the time had been in bit a of decline and they were not
at a really high point, that obviously changed of late. There was also
this real pent-up demand.
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“There was a tremendous amount of excitement,” Chernofsky
indicated. “There were limitations on travel. There was still a great
degree of uncertainty. There was not all that much you could spend
your money on. And those with money to spend might have had more
to spend than normal, because of some stimulus efforts from the
government.”
And there was a lot of things coming together to provide this really
interesting boost, he related.
Chernofsky then noted: “Very critically, in late August, we saw that
start to shift. The wider retail category was already starting to decline
to a place of year-over-year visit gaps by late August.
“We do see the effects of COVID, he related. We do see the ‘back to
school’ season and the summer season — which can drive so much
retail excitement — kind of fade.
“But overall, what you’re seeing in this slide is how the home
improvement sector compared to others.” Home improvement, this
autumn, as a segment, is performing incredibly well against a
backdrop of other segments, Chernofsky said.
The do-it-yourself mentality stays, as there’s excitement around DIY to
keep it going. During early days of COVID, brands that gave families
value thrived, he noted.
“There’s a shift in strong performing retailers: Short-term
opportunities don’t have to be short-term, they can be long-term
goals,” Chernofsky said.
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Again looking at comparisons from two years ago, Pacer.ai data shows home improvement foot
traffic running ahead of 2019, and the rest of the retail field.

EXPERIENTIAL
Touch and feel are a key component to the brick-and-mortar
experience. “Think Lululemon but in the hardware environment,” he
related.
Visitors are asking more practical questions in the hardware stores, he
added.
Experiential concepts in this sector are all the more valuable and all
the more exciting, he indicated, adding that we’re going to see quite a
bit of it. The question is, “who’s going to take advantage and lead the
way and become what Lululemon is to the athlete space, for the wider
home goods and home improvement sectors.”
Getting back to a new normal is happening, he said. “Are we getting
back? Yes, sort of. Touch and feel are coming back. COVID is still with
us and health, as a message, is going to continue to be with us.”
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HOLIDAYS AHEAD
We’re all hoping for “greener pastures” by November, he noted.
Consumers missed the shopping opportunities of last holiday season.
There’s a sense of urgency and demand and of getting out again and
going shopping together.
There are powerful opportunities to make this holiday season effective,
he said. Retailers are looking for a two-month “Black Friday” period
starting in early November. Supply chain permitting, retailers can
prepare for this time.

WORK FROM HOME
“The place where you work from home is a big part of the mix. Not
only do customers want products, but customers also want support,”
Chernofsky pointed out. In the coming years it doesn’t appear to be
going away, he added.
Omni-channels are important, but a big piece is how we leverage
things like basic tips and tools online. These are elements that we can
all implement, even the mom-and pop shops.
“There are wide-scale shifts,” he noted. “Retailers must ask: What are
those shifts, and how can I use them to help push me forward?”
Questions retailers can ask themselves, he said, include: “What am I
doing in terms of trying to figure out how to put even basic tips and
tools online? Is there a way for someone to schedule an appointment
with me? So, if they want to come into the store and make sure they
get focused on, by that location, that they can do so.”
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RETAIL IN THE COVID ERA
Messaging should be around health and safety, he indicated. COVID
will be with us for a while. Included in retail’s message must be
professionalism, and letting the customer feel safe.
Recognize how you connect, even if a shut-down happens again, he
pointed out. Develop a relationship both during times when things are
easy, and during times when things are difficult.
“There are always opportunities to push your business forward. What’s
amazing is that most of the time, those opportunities align with what’s
best for the customer.
“By thinking about how we can ‘be there’ for the customer, we can
actually accomplish a whole lot more,” concluded Chernofsky.

AND FINALLY, COMPETING WITH AMAZON
“I don’t think chasing Amazon, especially in the home improvement
sector, is the right approach,” said Chernofsky. “I think Amazon’s
focus on rapid convenience is going to be great for products that I care
about rapid convenience for, such as: pens, notebooks, tape, certain
items that I want, I can just get online and get it to my house.”
In terms of larger projects, larger things specifically within home
improvement, he noted, “I think touch and feel are so important, that
there are ways to beat Amazon, not by having next day delivery, but
by having a better experience for the customer; one that leaves them
more confident in the process.”
It’s not as much of a, ‘I really want and I need to have it now type of
purchase,’ he indicated. It’s a little bit more forward thinking.

Chernofsky pointed to Best Buy as an example of a mass retailer with
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a winning approach. “they’re operating in a space where Amazon is
clearly very strong in terms of electronics, yet they’re thriving, in part,
because they do curbside pickup and offer a ‘buy online and pick up in
store,’” he said. “But they’re also thriving because they are thinking
about things that Amazon can’t do.”
Chernofsky said: “Amazon can’t do the ‘Geek Squad.’ And Amazon
can’t do appointment shopping where we’re going to walk through the
store together and figure this out. And those are the areas where if
I’m in the home improvement space and I’m competing with Amazon,
I’m trying to figure out how do I use my strengths.
“I don’t want to compete with Amazon on their terms. I want to
compete with Amazon using my strengths against theirs. And I think
that’s the right approach to take, as opposed to trying to replicate
everything they’re doing. Move closer to that direction, certainly, but
understand what your competitive advantage is.”
###
About Placer.ai
Placer.ai observes a panel of 30 million devices throughout the U.S. The company uses the data
to make estimations on visit trends to any retail location anywhere in the U.S. on everything from
visit counts to the customer journey to true trade areas and beyond.
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